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COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMIC (CFD) SIMULATION OF FLUID FLOW IN A
MIXER-SETTLER EXTRACTOR FOR RARE EARTH METAL SEPARATION
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settler used in rare earth metal extraction process, which
improved little during the last decades, was unsatisfying in
large amount of liquid backlogged, high energy
consumption and long-time settling process.
Few researchers focused on the flow field of mixer-settler
during the decades for that a large number of researches
have been done to investigate the flow field in stirred
tank(Joshi, Nere, Rane, Murthy, Mathpati, Patwardhan &
Ranade, 2011, ZhouWang & Shi, 2003, Rao, Fan, Wang
& Fei, 2004), which has similar geometry structure,
stirring condition and function compared to mixer-settler.
However, mixer-settler has inlets, outlets and is operated
continuously while the stirred tank is operated as batch.
With increasing of axial velocity in the mixer, we can infer
that research on flow field in mixer-settler is significant to
improve the mixing and mass transfer efficiency in rare
earth extraction.

ABSTRACT
Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulation is an
effective research approach for understanding velocity
fields used in process and equipment intensification. It
was found that mixer-settler used in rare earth metal
extraction process was unsatisfying in large amount of
liquid backlogged, high energy consumption and longtime settling process. In this paper, CFD simulations and
experiment validation were carried out to study the flow
field in a mixer-settler for rare earth metal separation with
analysis of the effect of stirring intensity and feed rate on
mixing process. Results show that large area of low
velocity appears at the corner of mixer and could not be
dispelled by the increase of impeller speed. Flow rate has
little impact on the flow field in mixer and the agitation of
the impeller has low efficiency, especially at the top of
mixer. Furthermore, the effect of internal components on
flow field in the mixer was analysed, such as four baffles
and a plate covered on the top of mixer. Results show that
flow field changes not only in magnitude but also in flow
pattern. Further researches need to be carried out to test
the improvement of flow fields in mixer.
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Figure 1: Three-view drawing of mixer-settler
A recent research studied the CFD steady state simulations
of double liquid phases in the mixer, which tested the
effect of different width of impellers, impeller speed inlet
velocity and impeller diameter on consumption power,
mixing and separation efficiency (ShabaniAlizadeh &
Mazahery, 2011). As a matter of fact, the flow field of
double liquid phases in a mixer-settler could not be static
but changes every moment, especially the position of
liquid-liquid interface. As the difficulty in CFD simulation
of double liquid phases, single phase CFD simulation in
mixer-settler, which is few reported in the literature, is still
significant to analysis the flow field in mixer-settler.
In this paper, CFD simulations were carried out to study
the single phase flow field in a mixer-settler for rare earth
metal separation with analysis in the effect of stirring
intensity and feed rate on mixing process. As a
confirmation of CFD results, Particle Image Velocity (PIV)

INTRODUCTION
Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulation is an
effective research approach for understanding velocity
fields used in process and equipment intensification,
especially after the fast development of computer
hardware and software. In this paper, CFD simulation is
focused on the velocity fields in the mixer-settler, which is
the most widely used equipment in metal extraction with
advantages of high unit efficiency, resilient operation, easy
scale-up and controllability. For the sake of reducing the
usage of land and costly feed, many new types of mixersettler have been proposed recently (Michae, 2006, A & J,
2005, Hadjiev & Paulo, 2005, David, Alain & Claude,
1995). However, it was found in the plant that mixer-
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equipment, which showed a great performance in
measuring the flow field in industrial contactor (Drumm
Hlawitschka & Bart, 2011, Drumm & Bart, 2006, Rao,
Fan, Wang & Fei, 2004), was used in the experiments.

six-flat-blade disc turbine impeller was rotating to
improve the mixing. The motor connected to the impeller
was controlled by a transducer, which could adjust the
agitation speed by changing frequency of the electricity.
After mixing, water flowed into the settler and left through
two outlets.
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Figure 4: CFD results of velocity profile at section
Z=65mm
PIV equipment, comprised of two cameras, a laser and a
computer, was set to measure the flow field of a specified
plane in the mixer. Trace particle used in the experiment
was made of polystyrene, which was insoluble in water
and had a density of 1.05g/cm3 and a diameter of 10m.
As the rotating impeller reflected laser to any direction,
which affected the cameras to distinguish luminous
particles, section X=48mm and section Y=53mm were
chosen as the measured plane, where impeller could not
reach. Every measurement of PIV started at 10 minutes
after the steady operating of the setup.

Figure 2: Experiment setup and impeller
Furthermore, according to the results of stirred tank, the
added baffles could increase the relative stirring velocity
between the agitator and fluid and enhance the radial
mixing, resulting in an improvement of mixing efficiency.
In this paper, the effect of internal components on flow
field in the mixer was analysed, such as four baffles and a
plate covered on the top of mixer.
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Figure 3: Geometry structure of the mixer-settler in CFD
EXPERIMENT SETUP
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Experiments were carried out to validate the results of
CFD simulation. Figure 1 shows the three-view drawing
of a mixer-settler used in the research with dimensioning,
which was made according to the industrial facility. Two
water inlets were located at one side of the submersible
chamber and two outlets at the end of the settler. The
cubic mixer had a size of 200*200*200mm3 and the settler
was three times as long as the mixer. A weir was used in
the settler to control the water level.
Figure 2 shows the whole experiment setup and the
impeller. Water was injected from a tank into the
submersible chamber through each inlet by a peristaltic
pump, which had a maximum flow rate of 4.5L/min. Two
flows of water got mixed in the mixer, where a vertical
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Figure 5: CFD results of turbulent dissipation rate at
section Z=65mm versus X position
Moreover, four baffles with a width of 12mm and a plate
were added to the mixer as a comparison. The plate, with a
hole of 120mm in the centre, was covered on the top of the
mixer and was supposed to increase the residence time and
mass transfer efficiency.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
To further observe the flow pattern in the mixer settler,
CFD simulations were carried out in the software Fluent

2

6.3. Figure 3 shows the geometry structure used in CFD
simulations. This geometry, similar to the experiment
setup, was generated by Gambit 2.4. The difference
between the geometry and entity lay in the height of the
setup. In the experiments, air occupied the upper of the
mixer-settler and water occupied the underpart, where
formed an almost steady air-liquid interface. As an
approximation, only the underpart of the mixer-settler was
chosen to simulate, which made the simulations easier.
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In all simulations, without consideration of mass transfer
and chemical reactions, only one discretization scheme
was used for the momentum, turbulent kinetic energy and
energy dissipation. SIMPLE method was used for the
pressure-velocity coupling. The simulations were
supposed to have been converged when the residuals of
continuity, velocity components and turbulence kinetic
energy and energy dissipation rate fell down below 10-4.
With parameters introduced above, CFD simulations were
carried out under different stirring intensity and feed rate
in mixing process.
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Figure 6: CFD results of turbulent kinetic energy at
section Z=65mm versus X position
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Figure 8: CFD results of velocity fields at N=300r/min,
different section and liquid flow rate: (a) L=3L/min; (b)
L=4.5L/min; (c) L=6L/min
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RESULTS
CFD simulations were carried out under different
combination of impeller speed and inlet flow rate. Flow
fields, kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate were
compared under different conditions. Experiments were
performed to validate the CFD simulations and internal
components were added to change the flow field in the
mixer, such as the baffles on the wall and a plate at the top
of mixer.
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Figure 7: CFD results of average velocity magnitude at
versus Z position
As the vertical six-flat-blade disc turbine impeller rotated
in the mixer, the geometry was divided into two volumes,
the inner volume containing the impeller and the static
volume which was composed of the remaining part of the
mixer-settler with two inlets, outlet and the whole settler.
About 5.8 million unstructured T-grid and structured grid
cells were used for meshing the geometry. No slip
conditions were set for all stationary walls. The velocity of
inlets could be given by the different volume flow. Zero
pressure condition was specified at the outlet. Standard k-ε
model was chosen as the turbulence model. Moving
reference frame approach was adopted to calculate the
whole geometry. In this approach, the fluid of the inner
volume, which was rotating with the impeller, was
simulated in relative velocity formulation and the fluid of
static volume, which was moving at a lower relative
velocity and absolute velocity, was solved by the
continuity and momentum equations.
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Effects of impeller speed

Figure 4 shows the velocity profile of CFD results at
section Z=65mm, the horizontal plane at the middle of
impeller, at different impeller speed and liquid flow rate
L=6L/min. Velocity profiles at X/Y section under different
impeller speed are not illustrated here for that they are
almost the same. A region of low velocity appears at the
corner of mixer and could not be dispelled by increasing
impeller speed. Slower movement in this region causes
less mass transfer between liquids and reduces the unit
extraction efficiency.
Figure 5 shows the turbulent dissipation rate condition of
CFD results at section Z=65mm, from the edge of impeller
(X=137.5mm) to the wall (X=200mm). Dissipation rate
decreases quickly around the edge of impeller and comes
to an almost steady value close to 0. Furthermore, a
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stronger agitation engenders a faster decrease of
dissipation rate.
Figure 6 shows the turbulent kinetic energy condition of
CFD results at Z=65mm, from the edge of impeller
(X=137.5mm) to wall (X=200mm). Kinetic energy
decreases quickly around the edge of impeller and then
becomes almost steady. A stronger agitation engenders a
faster decrease of kinetic energy.

turns up throughout the whole mixer, which speeds up the
fluid to leave mixer without sufficient mass transfer.
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Figure 9: CFD results of average velocity magnitude
versus section height Z
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Figure 11: Effects of the addition of baffle and the plate
on velocity profile at section Y=53mm: (a) no internal
component; (b) with baffles and plate
Figure 9 shows the average velocity magnitude of CFD
results from the top of impeller (Z=90mm) to the top of
mixer (Z=220mm) at certain impeller speed N=300r/min
and different flow rate. Average velocity decreases quickly
around the impeller and comes to a steady value at the top
of mixer, which is the same with results in figure 6.
Furthermore, as the tangential velocity is much larger than
axial velocity, a larger flow rate, which engenders a larger
axial velocity, causes little increase of total velocity
magnitude in the top of mixer.

Figure 10: Original photo captured by camera of PIV
equipment
Figure 7 shows the average velocity magnitude condition
of CFD results from the top of impeller (Z=90mm) to the
top of mixer (Z=220mm). Average velocity decreases
quickly around the impeller and comes to a steady small
value at the top of mixer. The fluid far away from the
impeller flows at a low speed compared to that around
impeller, which means low agitation efficiency. It is clear
that geometry and operation parameter under the condition
could not generate a homogeneous, fast and efficient flow
field. Moreover, a stronger agitation engenders few
increase of average velocity magnitude, especially when
the impeller speed goes up to N=400r/min.

Effects of internal components

Internal components could improves the flow fields
rapidly according to the results of stirred tank. In the
experiments, four baffles were located in the middle of
each wall in the mixer to decrease rotational flow and a
plate with a hole in the centre was set at the top of mixer
to prevent the feed from leaving mixer immediately after
agitation.
Figure 10 shows an original photo captured by camera of
PIV at Y=53mm. Impeller was located at the right sight of
the camera and the bright spot in the picture is trace
particle, which reflects laser to the cameras. The velocity
of the fluid was calculated by the movement of trace
particle, in which two photos with an interval of 1000μs
were captured. As the instantaneous flow fields were not

Effects of flow rate

Figure 8 shows the velocity fields of CFD results at certain
impeller speed N=300r/min, different flow rate and section
position. Obviously liquid flow rate hardly affects velocity
fields around impeller, no matter the magnitude or the
overall flow pattern. Moreover, strong rotational flow
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CONCLUSION

steady but changed in regular, 400 photos were captured
by the cameras to measure the time average velocity.
Figure 11 shows the velocity profile after time average
treatment of 400 pictures with and without internal
components at section Y=53mm. The colourful
background means the velocity at Y direction and the
reference velocity of X/Z direction lies at the left bottom
in the picture. With the addition of baffles and the plate,
flow field changes a lot not only in magnitude but also in
flow pattern. We can infer that the addition of proper
internal components may improve the flow fields in mixer,
which needs a further confirmation in the future.

With the validation of PIV measurement, CFD simulation
is a reliable approach to study the flow fields in mixersettler. According to the CFD simulation results, impeller
used in industrial facility is operated with high energy
dissipation and low agitation efficiency. The region of low
velocity does not disappear as the increase of impeller
speed, while larger energy dissipation occurs around the
impeller. Flow rate has little impaction on the flow field in
mixer. Internal components added in the mixer could
change the flow field pattern largely, which is possible to
find a proper structure that provides a more homogeneous
and efficient flow field.
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Figure 12: Comparison of velocity profile at section X=48:
(a) simulation result; (b) experimental result
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